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Kitchen is one of the most important parts for any home; it is considered as the hub as well as
epicenter of your home and family. Earlier, peoples had not given more attention to the design of a
kitchen but the whole scenarios have been changed. In this modern era, there are varieties of latest
equipments and tools which are used to decorate a kitchen. One of the main thing is that kitchen
should be constructed in a way so that cleaning work could be done easily. No one would have
been imagined earlier about the modern and contemporary style like modular kitchen which is quiet
possible now and people prefer it. Although, it is expensive however it has many advantages over a
simple kitchen.

The other feature in which people emphasize is lightings in the kitchen. Good light is very helpful to
make comfortable and safe. Although natural light has much importance than the artificial light but
itâ€™s not possible that it could reach to all places. In cloudy or rainy days, natural light canâ€™t be passes
through the kitchen and most of the kitchen works are usually held in the morning and the evening.
So, there must be proper lightings in the kitchen so that work could be done efficiently without any
major hurdles. It means artificial light has crucial role in such situations. Various modes of lighting
with multiple light sources reduce blind spots, glare or shadows and put enough light in the kitchen
for cooking activities.

There should be mix up of three lighting modes in the kitchen. The first one is Ambient light which
provides overall room illumination, usually provided by recessed lighting fixtures, track as well as
ceiling. It should be installed in a way so that it could provide even lamination in the room without
any hot spots or dark spots. The other one is Accent lighting which contributes a decorative element
and creates focal points like an eating area, a dish display or a favorite painting. Sources of these
lightings can be hanging fixtures, high intensity recessed or strips. The third lighting mode is Task
lighting which is best suited for food preparation along with other kitchen activities because it
provides concentrated as well as shadow free lighting.

All of the above mentioned lighting modes should be separately controlled so that proper mix of
lighting can be easily selected for any kinds of activities in the kitchen. Dimmer for accent or
ambient lighting will enable you to change the look or mood of your kitchen.
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